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EGENDARY LOUISIANA SWAMP POP AND
R&B SINGER, CLINT WEST HAS DIED,
succumbing of kidney failure at St Landry Extended
Care Hospital in Opelousas, LA, on June 28. He had been in
declining health for several years. He was 77.
Clint West certainly was not a household name outside of his home state, but this
local hero merits much more than just a passing acknowledgement. As erstwhile
leader of the fabled, blue-eyed soul band, the Boogie Kings, and afterward the
Fabulous Kings he is, indeed, a significant historical figure. And his passing marks
the end of an era wherein such aggregates first introduced R&B to white audiences, especially those lucky enough to live in that musically fertile crescent of territory which stretched from the Florida Panhandle to Port Arthur,TX, Beaumont
and beyond, in fact the whole Gulf Coast. And his role in the dissemination of
this blues roots music cannot be underestimated, because in that era of rampant
segregation, renegade outfits like Boogie Kings, through their espousal of what the
religious right considered the “devil’s music,” either broke down barriers between
blacks and whites or, in the very least, contributed mightily toward the rapprochement of the races.
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Clint West, 1967. photo courtesy of jin records
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in delivering their own brand of R&B? It
would most certainly be a badge of honor
and quite a feather in anyone’s cap to be
selected just to open a show for, for example, a Fats Domino at the Pelican Club
in Marksville, LA, or an Otis Redding at
C O N T I N U E D
the Bamboo Club in Lake Charles, LA,
and thereafter jam with these superstars.
The Boogie Kings were never hacks But could you imagine a white soul band
nor dilettantes; they were serious students with enough confidence (not to menof R&B eager to spread the gospel of their tion chutzpah) to execute a gig in a large
newfound passion to whomever would lis- black arena like Ball’s Auditorium in Lake
ten. By the middle 50s, this genre of music Charles (sharing the bill with B.B. King)
was finally receiving air play in limited quan- or the all black Cassen Street Community
tities, like over KVPI, in Ville Platte, LA, but Center in Alexandria, LA, a veritable lion’s
only on Saturday afternoons. Nonetheless, den, wherein they became regulars. Yes, the
members of the Boogie Kings became avid Boogie Kings would accept any and all such
listeners, and they were good to go. But this challenges. In his autobiography, Living Like
band was far from unique in those parts.
a King, trumpeter Ned Theall, the last leader
Friendly horn driven competitors in this of the group, expresses his admiration for
region included Baton Rouge’s John Fred the then head honcho, Clint West, and also
(Gourrier) and his Playboy Band. Although the band’s ability to assimilate new material.
its biggest claim to fame was the novelty hit, “Clint was such a great drummer that he
“Judy in Disguise,” it was a group to be reck- was a strong force in the band. Clint was
oned with in R&B circles. And then there also a wonderful blues vocalist, specializing
was the Beaumont, TX, based Jerry and the in James Brown and B. B. King tunes. We
Dominoes. The late leader of this hot R&B had rehearsed the entire James Brown at the
ensemble, Jerry “Count” Jackson La Croix Apollo album. The Boogie Kings performed
(1943-2014), would go on as vocalist to front this medley of James Brown hits much betnot only a later incarnation of the Boogie ter than James ever thought of playing it.
Kings but also Edgar Winter’s White Trash Intense.”
and Blood, Sweat & Tears. And yet another
But Clint West didn’t acquire his musical
worthy adversary was Roy Head and the acumen by accident. It seems that every step
Traits out of San Marco, TX, which scored of the way during his formative years there
nationally with “Treat Her Right” in 1965. was a musical mentor to show him the way.
Even on its own turf, the Boogie Kings
Clint West was born Clinton Joseph
had to respect another similarly inclined, Guillory on August 11, 1938 in Vidrine,
but short lived affair, Phil Comeaux and LA, a small town between Mamou and Ville
the Modernaires from Lafayette, which fea- Platte, LA. According to several sources,
tured the multi-faceted instrumentalist and he was considered an oddball in that he
singer, Roy Perkins (Ernie Suarez). Road eschewed sports as a youngster in favor of
warriors all, they regularly crisscrossed this keeping rhythm with a set of spoons upon
large swath of real estate during the late 50s any resonating object that he happened
and the entire decade of the 60s, sometimes upon in the household. His parents were
playing simultaneously in the same towns.
not musically minded in the least but once
How awesome were the Boogie Kings in a while would attend fais do do’s by locals
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such as Gilbert Mayeaux and the Vidrine
Playboys at the Bel Amour Club. At age 12,
their son prevailed upon them to tag along.
And all the while during the show, Mayeaux,
an accomplished accordionist who led
a Cajun trio, noticed how the young lad,
seated at the bandstand, was keeping time
with his spoons. In short, Mayeaux inquired
about the youngster’s availability as a new
addition to his band—percussionist---and
thereafter provided him with a real drum kit
upon which he taught him the rudiments of
the instrument. And, from all accounts, this
musical neophyte became a quick learner.
Honing his skills in mostly Cajun bands,
Clint West (he appropriated his mother’s
maiden name), managed to finish high
school and afterward take business courses.
At age twenty, he acquired a job as a bookkeeper in an insurance office and legend has
it that he was fired for listening to too much
music, all the while keeping time with pencils or pens or whatever makeshift drumsticks he could invent. But it was of no consequence that he was summarily dismissed
because he was about to meet his second
great teacher in the figure of Red Smiley.
In 1958, at age 30, Mr. Smiley (born
Robert Shurley in Peoria, IL, September
12, 1928) was then residing in Palmetto,
LA, off Highway 71 near Lebeau and had
long been a solid, seasoned veteran of many
bands of many configurations and musical
persuasions. Inspired in his youth particularly by the lap steel or pedal steel guitar
work of virtuoso Jerry Byrd, who joined
the Grand Ole Opry in 1946 and who
backed such greats as Hank Williams, Ernest
Tubb, Patsy Cline, and Red Foley, Shurley
was determined to follow in his idol’s footsteps, teaching himself the elementary principles of the instrument. At an early age, he
became proficient enough to handle the lap
steel duties in two legendary Cajun string
bands, Lawrence Walker (accordionist) and
the Wandering Aces and that of guitarist

Clint West, 1998, at Warren Storm’s 50th anniversary in show business,
Swampwater’s Club, Lafayette, LA. photo by larry benicewicz

Happy Fats (Leroy Leblanc). In the early 50s,
the group led by Happy Fats was opening
many a concert for visiting C&W luminaries of the day, including Hank Williams, Billy
Walker, Floyd Tillman, and Leon Payne, to
name a few. “Happy was fond of renaming
members of his troupe and assigned me the
name of Red Smiley, maybe to increase the

attendance at his shows [Red Smiley at the
time was one-half of the renowned bluegrass
duo, Reno and Smiley],” he said. Ironically,
Bob Shurley, who now resides in the high
desert town of Yucca Valley, CA (near Palm
Springs), can play a decent banjo, but never
during that time frame tried to emulate that
bluegrass demigod. Eventually, however, Mr.

Shurley was excused from both largely traditional ensembles for playing “too jazzy.” “I
was favoring minor keys at times with blues
progressions and improvising too much, I
guess. So they showed me the door,” he said.
But by the middle 50s, Rock and Roll
was asserting itself and Mr. Shurley in 1956
latched on to a band that was more accommodating to his musical proclivities, Bee
Romero and the Teche Playboys (a.k.a. the
Romero Brothers), which included Johnny
on drums, Louis Batiste “Bee” Romero on
rhythm guitar, and Sam on saxophone. The
latter sibling especially came in handy, since
he was the proprietor of several music stores.
“I think he furnished me at a discount with
one of those fancy Fender double neck steel
guitars with three legs,” he said. And their
repertoire, as he recalls, contained a lot of
Chuck Berry.
After parting ways with the Romero
Brothers in the late 50s, Mr. Shurley set
about to form his own group, the Vel-tones,
and quickly recruited Clint West whose
reputation as drummer had preceded him.
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In addition to being a great tenor vocalist,
he was also a valuable commodity in that he
could also tackle the Cajun one-note accordion, a dexterity which accorded the band a
much more diverse play list. Rounding out
this ensemble was Billy Jackson on piano
and highly regarded upright bass player,Tiny
Whalen, who was actually a huge man and
who had distinguished himself as a member
of Papa Cairo’s (Julius Lamperez) famous
string band in the 40s.
Mr. Shurley also had composed a few
tunes at that point and a twenty-year-old
Floyd Soileau, who had just launched his JIN
label in Ville Platte, recommended recording the Vel-tones for his fledgling enterprise.
Soileau was hoping for another national
smash similar to the one that he had recently enjoyed when Swamp Pop artist, Rod
Bernard, reprised King Karl’s “This Should
Go on Forever” as JIN #105. At that juncture, he had no recording facility; so a session
was scheduled in Crowley, LA, at J.D. Miller’s

Boogie Kings, 1963: (l-r) Mike Pollard, Norris Badeaux,
Bryan Leger, Tommy McLain, Clint West, Mark Jenkins,
Harris Miller. photo courtesy ned theall

Modern Music Center on N. Parkerson Ave.
By then, Billy Jackson had left the group
because his wife objected to his frequent
absences and he was replaced by a prodigious seventeen-year-old keyboard player
from Port Barre, Norman Artigue. In short,
the all night séance, in which Lazy Lester
(Leslie Johnson) also lent a hand on percussion, yielded a single plus some unreleased

tunes. The record in question was the now
rockabilly classic, “Take A Ride,” and its flip
side, the shuffle, “Lover Blues” (JIN #107),
the latter number being named by Miller. As
part of the deal, J.D. Miller received the publishing while Floyd Soileau was granted half
the writing credits. Although the 45 rpm
never made the national charts, it created
quite a buzz in Cajun country via jukebox

The Boogie Kings,
1960: (l-r) Harris
Miller, Bryan Leger,
Bert Miller (drums),
Norris Badeaux
(behind drummer),
Mark Jenkins, Doug
Ardoin. photo courtesy
dove ardoin
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The Boogie Kings, 1966: Organ: Johnny Giordano, 1st Tenor: John
Smith (next to Giordano), bass (behind Clint): Tommy McLain,
guitar: Danny Sonnier: Clint West, Drums. photo courtesy jin records

play and radio broadcast promotion. Suffice
it to say that the disk opened quite a few
doors for the Vel-tones, a promising circumstance of which they took full advantage.
“After I made a few personnel changes,
the band really took off,” said Bob Shurley.
He first had to reluctantly replace the traditional upright bassist, Whalen, with the
electric bass of musically gifted Johnny
Giordano (b. April 19, 1939 in Alexandria,
LA), who could also play a mean keyboard.
Next, Mr. Shurley added a tremendous saxophonist, Byron “Tootie” Launey, one of the
early sidemen of the Boogie Kings. “Yes, we
were riding high there for a while in the late
50s and very early 60s and the key to our
success was that we could handle all types
of music—Country and Western, Rock and
Roll, Swamp Pop, and even Cajun,” added
the leader.

During that time frame, one of the Veltones’ most financially rewarding venues
was Raphael’s Inn in Opelousas which was
operated by Phil Soileau (no relation). “Phil
hired me to fill the seats in his place in order
to compete against the nearby Southern
Club [a huge urban roadhouse on US Rt.
190]. And let me tell you that our joint was
jammed each night. Only on one occasion
did the Southern outdraw us and that was
when Jimmy Reed made an appearance,”
said Mr. Shurley.
This new found celebrity did not escape
the notice of Floyd Soileau and in 1959,
after “Take A Ride” had run its course,
the producer set up another recording session which resulted in the single, “Jailbird,”
a cover of a 1954 Smiley Lewis hit, and its
flip, “I’m Your Fool” (JIN #115). “Jailbird,”
like its predecessor, also created quite a stir in

The Boogie Kings,
1964: Clint West
(drums), kneeling
(l-r) Bryan Leger,
Ned Theall,
Johnny Giordano.
photo by ned theall

South Louisiana and augmented the band’s
notoriety. “After my contract was up, Floyd
actually offered to have me record a whole
album of similar material, and, despite our
success, I didn’t want to be turned into a Fats
Domino, New Orleans-type clone. There
were just too many of them in that vicinity;
so I turned him down,” asserted Mr. Shurley.
But things changed dramatically for
the group in 1962. At the E&E Club in
Alexandria, LA, one night, the scheduled
act, Jack Arnold and the Flames, a touring
C&W outfit out of Wichita Falls, TX, blew
into town looking to fill some vacancies of
their supporting cast and evidently made
Shurley,West, and another local pianist/bassist/vocalist, Tommy McLain (b. March 15,
1940 in Ferriday, LA) of the group, Crystals,
offers they couldn’t refuse if they would
drop everything and join up, which they did.
Bob Shurley and Tommy McLain completed
a six-month stint with the band which took
them all over the western states; whereas
Clint West soon regretted jumping at this
so-called chance of a lifetime and hardly
remained long, being homesick, as always,
for Louisiana. In the absence of Shurley and
West, Johnny Giordano (aka Johnny Gee),
who now resides in Las Vegas, NV, took over
the Vel-tones, adding Shurley’s half-brother,
Earl Taylor, to the mix as a baritone saxophonist.
Not long after Clint West’s return, he
and Johnny Giordano were hired by Smitty
Smith, a high roller who ran several clubs
in Monroe, LA, to become members (along
with leader, Johnny Shexneider, on bass and
Jimmy Dumas on guitar) of the phenomenally popular Roller Coasters, who held
down a long term engagement at his Dynasty
Club. “We were working seven days a week
in two clubs and we were so occupied that
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Duane Yates, 1993. photo by larry benicewicz

Ned Theall, 1993. photo by larry benicewicz
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we bought houses up there side by side to be
close to the action,” said Mr. Giordano, who
described this aggregate as a sophisticated
Top 40 cover band. Undoubtedly, aside from
the expert musicianship, what also contributed mightily to the Roller Coasters’ draw
at this venue was the fact that just prior to
the duo’s arrival, the Roller Coasters had
recorded a handful of singles for the Holiday
Inn label, an affiliate of Sun records run by
the Legendary Sam Phillips at 706 Union St
in Memphis. One of these was the instrumental, “Rimshot” (#100), which scored
nationally in several markets. Further adding
to the group’s overall talent was the addition of Tommy McLain toward the end of
the two’s tenure there. If nothing else, the
constant performing, similar to the Beatles’
long stretch in Hamburg, made seasoned
professionals of the three. According to Mr.
Giordano, the Roller Coasters with trumpeter/vocalist G.G. Shinn in 1963 hit the
road and made sensational appearances in
Florida and New Orleans but sans Mr. West.
And it should also be noted that Bob Shurley,
as Red Smiley, after his return from Arnold’s
relentless foray into the western U.S., did not
latch on to either the Roller Coasters or any
such ensemble for long and, not being able

to reestablish himself, relocated to California
where he now devotes himself exclusively to
religious music.
So, it was now 1963, and Clint West had
not yet recorded under his own name. But
that was about to change, since profound
personnel shifts were taking place in the
universally acclaimed Boogie Kings, which,
amazingly enough, had been relatively intact
for nearly a decade. Briefly, this much beloved
ensemble was founded by two high school
chums and guitar enthusiasts in Eunice, LA,
in 1954, Doug Ardoin and Harris Miller.
Soon the two added stellar drummer/vocal-

Floyd Soileau in office of Ville Platte store.
photo by larry benicewicz
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ist, Bert Miller, and bassist, Skip Stewart
(Maurice Guillory). And next on board was
the aforementioned Byron Launey on saxophone. “By 1955 we were already playing
our first professional gigs—the real blues
roots music of Fats Domino, Little Richard,
and Chuck Berry,” said Ardoin, who now, at
age 76, resides in the Houston, TX, area.
“I can’t tell you how much the teenage girls hounded me to record them,” said
Floyd Soileau, who saw fit to inaugurate
his JIN label in 1958 with Doug Ardoin &
the Boogie Kings’ first single, “Southland”
bw “Lost Love” (JIN #101). The next year,
Doug Ardoin as Doug Charles with Skip
Stewart as Skip Morris also took a stab at
“This Should Go on Forever” (Todd #1008)
with only a modest degree of success.
Nonetheless, by 1960, the Boogie Kings, still
very much the toast of Acadiana, would add
stalwart horn men, Brian Leger and Norris
Badeaux, in order to meet the demands of
the newly emerging soul music and also
South Louisiana’s particular genre of blueeyed soul, Swamp Pop, a hybrid of C&W,
New Orleans R&B, Cajun, and black Creole
music made famous in songs like Johnnie
Allan’s “Lonely Days, Lonely Nights” (JIN
#111), Cookie & the Cupcakes’ “Mathilda”
(Khoury’s #703), and Jivin’ Gene’s “Breakin’
Up Is Hard to Do” (JIN 116), just to name
a few.
According to charter member, Doug
Ardoin, he left the heralded outfit during
this time frame after suffering the aftereffects
of a serious auto wreck following a latenight gig. “I kind of saw the handwriting on
the wall. And besides the accident, I had just
earned my degree in physics from U.S.L. in
Lafayette and thereafter received an offer to
work for a geophysical company based in

Boogie Kings 1993 (l-r) Jimmy George, Jon Smith, Ned Theall, Everett Brady, Duane Yates. photo by larry benicewicz

New Orleans, which I accepted. I moved
over to Houston in 1967 after being hired
by N.A.S.A. for whom I worked over forty
years,” he said. In addition to Ardoin’s departure, yet another original founder, drummer
Bert Miller, quit for similar reasons at almost
the same time. And, according to the aforementioned Ned Theall, Harris Miller convinced Clint West to take Miller’s place and
at least temporarily add Tommy McLain as
bassist. This reconfiguration is borne out by
a photo taken in early 1964 which, in addition to Harris Miller, also reveals the three
remaining veteran saxophonists---Mike
Pollard, Norris Badeaux, and Bryan Leger—
and guitarist Mark Jenkins.
Undoubtedly, just after his arrival as percussionist for the Boogie Kings, Clint West
made his first recording in New Orleans at
engineer Cosimo Matassa’s studio on Gov.
Nicholls St for producer Joe Banashak’s
Instant label, a rendition of Johnny Adams’
plaintive “I Won’t Cry” bw Don Gardner and
Dee Dee Ford’s gospel shouter,“I Need Your
Lovin’” (#3262). By then, he had signed a
contract with Soileau’s JIN records and it
wasn’t uncharacteristic for the Ville Platte
producer to avail himself of Matassa’s facility,
as he had done in the case of Joe Barry’s “I’m
a Fool to Care”(#144) in 1961. What was
unusual about this undertaking was the fact

that demo ended up, not on JIN, but on this
iconic Crescent City imprint.When queried
about this anomaly, Mr. Soileau drew a blank.
“I do recall that we [the Boogie Kings] did
a session at Cosimo’s fairly early on. So this
must have been it,” said Johnny Giordano.
Nonetheless, this mystery disk, if nothing
else, demonstrated the incredible range and
power of Clint West’s soulful tenor voice.
Also in 1963 arrived Clint West’s first
release bearing the JIN imprint, “Our Love”
(#179), yet another great song penned in the
Swamp Pop tradition by tragic songwriter
and Gulfport, MS, native, Jimmy Donley.
Although most of Mr. Donley’s compositions struck gold for whatever artist, including Fats Domino, who would attempt them,
this particular number, replete with “pseudo” strings supplied via Johnny Giordano’s
M-3 organ, like its immediate predecessor,
failed to make much of an impression with
the buying public. But this “miss” didn’t
deter either the singer or producer from
going back to the proverbial drawing board
and trying again, especially after Mr. West
took charge of the newly revamped Boogie
Kings.
Almost by default, Clint West became the
leader of the Boogie Kings in 1964 after the
sudden exit of Harris Miller at the Bamboo
Club in Lake Charles, a slight which left

the band high and dry that certain night.
According to trumpet player Ned Theall in
his aforementioned autobiography, Miller
had become both increasingly erratic and
unreliable after taking over the reins of the
group, which by then had swelled to ten
members after vocalist and trumpeter G.G.
Shinn, bassist/keyboard wizard, Johnny
Giordano, and Theall, himself, had joined.
And to say the least, during Mr. West’s stewardship, at least at the outset, the band was
engaged in a whirlwind of activity, at venues such as the Big Oak Club, in Vinton, LA,
close to the Texas border, the Continental
in Beaumont, TX, Paul’s Lounge in Bossier
City near Shreveport, LA, the Candlelight
Inn in Lake Charles, the aforementioned
Dynasty Lounge in Monroe, the Moulin
Rouge in Lake Charles, and the “bread and
butter” gig, the venerable Bamboo Club.
But the more prominent the Boogie Kings
became, the more the audiences clamored
for a record, and the group not only had
no product to sell but also no calling card
whatsoever (other than word of mouth)
with which to promote its orchestra. But
this deficiency was soon thereafter rectified
with the release of the album, Clint West and
the Fabulous Boogie Kings (JIN # 4003) this
very same year.
Recorded, like Mr. West’s first JIN single,
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(l-r) Little Alfred, Warren Storm, Tommy McLain, Clint West.
photo by wayne shuler
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at Carol Rachou’s La Louisianne studio at
2823 Johnston St in Lafayette, LA, this LP
proved to be a masterpiece of blue-eyed soul
and Floyd Soileau released two singles, “Try
Me” bw “Night Train” (#182) and “The
Twelfth of Never” (#188), both of which
proved to be winners, at least locally, which
served to no doubt raise the band’s already
high profile.
But seemingly, at the height of the band’s
popularity, came the great schism, occurring on New Year’s Eve 1964 at the Moulin
Rouge club in Lake Charles. According to
Theall, an argument over the percentage of
the gig’s take by its leader, Mr.West, precipitated what can best described as a mutiny by
his sidemen which led to his ouster; while
others insist that he merely got fed up with
his role and quit. “Clint was a great singer
and musician and really focused on that
[aspect] and not so much on the business
end and organization,” said staunch defend-

er Johnny Giordano. But whatever the reason for his departure, at that point, he was
out to the picture and by the end of January
in 1965, Theall had replaced West in his former capacity, taking with him the majority
of the supporting cast. And most importantly, for his sake, he soon thereafter acquired
the copyright to the band’s name, not a bad
gambit for someone who had hardly been in
the Boogie Kings for a year.
To say the least, once at the helm, Theall
took full advantage of his new position.
Straight away, he utilized the services of
agent, Bob Dee, who booked the Boogie
Kings on a long tour which would take
them to Nevada and California, including
engagements in Reno, Lake Tahoe, and San
Francisco. But when he returned,Theall discovered, to his chagrin, that not only had
Clint West organized a new outfit bearing
the Boogie Kings name but also that he was
on the verge of releasing a new album, Live
at the Purple Peacock (JIN #4004), which,
according to Giordano, was actually a studio recording and not taped at the ornate
Eunice amphitheater. So, Theall filed a
lawsuit against West in Ville Platte over the
rightful ownership of the name. And, ironically, representing the plaintiff, was none
other than ex-Vel-tone Earl Taylor (now
the district attorney of Opelousas) who
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was handling his first court case. Founder
Doug Ardoin was required to give a deposition over the phone and reinforced Theall’s
claim. “I thought it was only fair to award
the name to the group which was most
composed of the original core of musicians such as Norris Badeaux, Bryan Leger,
and Mike Pollard,” he said. And to make a
long story short, Mr.West lost the battle and
not only had to relinquish all claims to the
name but also alter the labels on the new LP
which had already been printed. Thereafter,
Mr. West was to lead either the Kings or the
Fabulous Kings but no longer could he head
any group called the Boogie Kings.
It is not within the scope of this tribute to trace the further evolution of the
Boogie Kings, but suffice it to say that it
would continue on in various incarnations
and reconfigurations to perform throughout
the South almost up to the death of Ned
Theall on January 8, 2010. In the middle
60s, without question its golden age, the
Boogie Kings would issue several fine singles on Huey Meaux’s Pic 1 records based
in Pasadena, TX, and Sam Montalbano’s
Montel Michelle records of Baton Rouge
(also two albums). Never without a fabulous vocalist, the Boogie Kings of the middle and late 60s could boast of a succession
of noted singers, including G.G. Shinn,

Jerry La Croix, Duane Yates (formerly of
Monroe, LA’s Capris), and Little Alfred
(Babino), just to name a few. According to
Johnny Giordano, Lou Gabus, founder of
the Louisiana Music Hall of Fame (of which
Clint West was a charter member), organized a Boogie Kings reunion in April, 1994
at the Acadian Village in Lafayette. “It was
unbelievable. Everybody turned out for that
one, even Doug [Ardoin]. There must have
been a hundred former members assembled
in one spot for a [panoramic] photo,” he
exclaimed.
Nonetheless, the split with the “original” Boogie Kings did nothing to diminish
Clint West’s ability to attract la crème de la
crème of sidemen, and thusly huge audiences wherever he chose to entertain, be it
as leader of the “Kings” or “Fabulous Kings.”
According to Johnny Giordano, who again
joined forces with old friend Clint West after
abandoning Theall’s Boogie Kings in Lake
Tahoe, the new Kings were a superb blend
of both veterans and eager “kids,” including a few college students from McNeese
State University in Lake Charles, who were
“star struck” to be able to be onstage of the
hallowed Bamboo Club.The lineup in 1965
and early 1966 included Tilly Lawrence, G.P.
Settle, Jon Packman on trumpets, Jon Smith,
Lee Roy Leone, John Smithey on saxes,
Clint West on drums and vocals, Tommy
McLain on bass and vocals, Danny Sonnier
on guitar, and marvelous singer Gary Walker.
Its redoubtable tenor, Jon Smith, by then
had earned the reputation as one of South
Louisiana’s greatest horn men as member of

Bob Shurley A.K.A. Red Smiley.
photo courtesy bob shurley

the renowned Rhythm Masters led by guitarist Paul “Poochie” Benoit, who performed
at the Candlelight Inn in Baton Rouge and
the Forest Club in Breaux Bridge. Sonnier
as Danny James by that time had four singles
under his belt, including the hit, “Boogie in
the Mud” (#1208), for Goldband records
in Lake Charles run by Eddie Shuler. And
Gary Walker had just recorded as a solo
Willie Tee (Trahan),, 1988, Lafayette, LA.
photo by larry benicewicz

artist for JIN. It was basically this illustrious crew that executed the Purple Peacock
LP, which included memorable versions of
B.B. King’s “Sweet Little Angel” and Albert
Collins’ signature instrumental, “Frosty.” If
replacements were needed further down the
line, Mr. West, ever the perfectionist, saw to
it that they were nothing but of the highest caliber, like latecomers Willie Tee, Everett
Brady, and Larry Badon.
“We were ever bit as talented and experienced as Ned’s group and could give them
a run for their money any time,” said tenor
Wilven “Willie Tee” Trahan. Both he and
tenor, Everett Brady, who now resides in
Ft. Worth, TX, by then had long histories
in the music business. Mr. Trahan, born in
1944, was in a series of teen Rock and Roll
bands in the late 50s and early 60s, including Pedro and the Cool Cats, Little Alvin
& the Chipmunks, and Willie & the Jokers
(with bassist Kenny Thibodeaux or Tibbs) in
which he enjoyed a major smash in Acadiana,
“I Promise,” on Dago Redlich’s Viking
label (#1007) of Crowley, LA, in 1959. He,
too, like Jon Smith, was in the Rhythm
Masters. Mr. Brady had distinguished himself as member of Dale (Houston) & Grace’s
(Broussard) backup band, the Falcons. The
duet had recorded a national smash in 1963,
“I’m Leaving It All Up to You,” on the
aforementioned Michelle imprint (#921).
According to Mr. Trahan and Mr. Brady,
the Kings found work to be plentiful in
clubs like the Roof Garden and Whit’s in
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CLINT
WEST

Tommy McLain, 1988, Lafayette, LA. photo by larry benicewicz

C O N T I N U E D

Lafayette, the Step Inn in Church Point,
the Purple Peacock in Eunice, and the old
standby and huge arena, Bamboo Club in
Lake Charles
During this same period, after Floyd
Soileau finally had installed a modest four
track studio in Ville Platte (wherein the
Purple Peacock was cut), the Kings, and especially Clint West and Johnny Giordano,
had become quite the “go to” guys as session musicians for the producer. And the
two not long after the formation of the
Kings in 1966 became involved in one of
the Soileau’s greatest triumphs, Tommy
McLain’s version of Don Gibson’s “Sweet
Dreams” (#197), the provenance of which is
an incredible story in itself. Suffice it to say
that Giordano’s chiming effects on the M-3
organ (he also played the piano part) and
West’s sympathetic drumming helped create
an ethereal ambiance which complemented
McLain’s soaring, near falsetto tenor voice.
The result of this perfect storm of harmony
was a hit that was on a too massive scale for
Soileau to handle and he had no choice but
to ink a leasing arrangement with the aforementioned Huey Meaux and Harold Lipsius
of Jamie/Guyden records of Philadelphia in
order for it to receive a wider distribution
throughout the country as MSL (Meaux,
Soileau, Lipsius) # 197. In fact, the sensation created by this disk forced McLain’s
eventual departure from the Kings, since
he was obliged to go on the road to promote the runaway smash, which included
an appearance on Dick Clark’s American
Bandstand. “I would have loved to have
taken Clint, Johnny and the rest of the Kings
with me but it wasn’t financially practical. I
just couldn’t let this opportunity slip away,”
confessed Mr. McLain. He was thereafter
replaced in the Kings by the able-bodied
bassist, Larry Badon, then a noted sideman
in brother, Joe Douglas’ all-star Cajun band,
which included drummer Warren Storm,
guitarist Bessyl Duhon, and fiddler, Rufus
Thibodeaux.
Another collaboration (taken from the
Purple Peacock) that same year of Clint West
and Tommy McLain was not as fruitful, as
the two interpreted a Righteous Brothers’
composition, “Try to Find Another Man”
(JIN #191). This vocal duet piqued the
interest of A&R man for Mercury records,
Shelby Singleton; so much so, that he lob-

bied to have it issued on the Mercury subsidiary, Fontana (#1521). As a scout in South
Louisiana and east Texas, Singleton, with an
uncanny nose for picking a blockbuster,
uncovered more hits than misses for Mercury
with artists like Benny Barnes, Jivin’ Gene,
Johnny Allan, Phil Phillips (“Sea of Love”),
Johnny Preston (“Running Bear”), and the
Big Bopper (“Chantilly Lace”). But in this
instance, his normally sound instincts did
not serve him in good stead, as the single
failed to generate much enthusiasm in the
buying public. Oddly enough, the flip side
of the original JIN release, “Mr. Jeweler,” a
C&W flavored ballad sung only by West, was
not coupled with the Fontana disk (which
had instead instrumental, “Pea Patch”),
although it made somewhat of a splash in
the region, but only after it was reissued as
JIN # 257 in 1972. Generally speaking, up
through the late 60s, both Clint West and
Johnny Giordano lent a hand in all the many
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JIN endeavors of Tommy McLain, including his version of Ray Charles’ funky “Sticks
and Stones” (#226), but McLain was never
able to duplicate the phenomenon which
was “Sweet Dreams.”
During the time frame of his leadership
of the Kings or Fabulous Kings, a period of
four or so years from 1965-1968, Clint West
released quite a few 45’s for the JIN logo,
including Bob Wills’ “Faded Love” (#199),
Sam Cooke’s “Another Saturday Night”
(#212), and Ivory Joe Hunter’s “A Tear Fell”
(#219), which all proved to be steady sellers
in the region. Nonetheless, among them was
only one which would stand the test of time
and be most associated with Mr. West---his
soulful rendition of Earl Connelly King’s
“Big Blue Diamonds” (#196), a true tour
de force and now a destination well travelled on YouTube. And most of these fine
efforts were collected on a 1973 eponymous
vinyl album, #9005. Although this LP has

been long out of print, this material, as well
as prior and later singles he recorded, have
all been compiled on a 21-track, “best of ”
CD, Clint West: The Essential Collection (JIN
#9055), a 1997 undertaking which is still
available at Floyd’s Record Shop.
One other notable experiment in the
mid-60s was Mr. West’s attempt at landing a
recording contract with a major label. And
as a Swamp Pop artist, which was neither
fish nor fowl as far as the neatly compartmentalized world of the music industry was
concerned, he thought his best bet would
be to venture to Nashville and record a
C&W flavored number, “Where Do I Go
From You?” Despite the full Music City
treatment--the gifted session men and the
Anita Kerr Singers—the song, released as
ABC #45-10890, for one reason or another,
fell way short of expectations and its weak
sales figures did not warrant another trip to
the studio. When asked about this project,
Floyd Soileau responded,“I fully understand
artists wanting to move on up [to a national
label] and I never stood in their way if they
so desired to take a chance.”
As the 70s dawned, Mr. West, despite the
onslaught of disco music, remained very
popular; so much so, that he, in fact, hired an
agent, and managed to hold down the fort
at a succession of very short lived venues.
According to Warren Storm, famed Excello
studio percussionist for J.D. Miller, he and
Mr. West, though both drummers, would
often accept one-nighters, traveling in tandem and then alternating on vocals like at
Shep’s Club in Mansura, LA, in 1973. “But
most of all, Clint, Rod Bernard, T.K. Hulin,
Tommy McLain, and I would appear as a
package deal of Swamp Pop all stars and sell
out places like Raphael’s Inn, the Southern
Club, and the Bamboo Club. However, it
wouldn’t be unusual for us to make longer
voyages together, like over to Port Arthur
and Beaumont,Texas,” he said. And Mr.West
kept himself very much in the public eye by
recording no less than a half-dozen singles
for JIN, which proved to be juke box favorites. Finally, whenever his hectic schedule
permitted it, Mr. West would venture out to
Las Vegas to visit and sit in with former band
mate, Johnny Giordano, who by then had
relocated with his family to “Sin City” and
found work to be plentiful in all the hotels
and casinos on the notorious strip, including
the Hilton, Stardust, Aladdin, and Tropicana,
backing up comedians like Redd Foxx and
Al Bello and songstresses the stature of Timi
Yuro.
By the mid to late 80s, Mr. West became
synonymous with three particular engagements. First, he became a regular guest artist for the Louisiana Express, the durable

house band at the Downtowner club in
Lake Charles. Then in the period 1988 to
1990 or so, corresponding to his last single
issued by JIN, a duet with Tommy McLain,
he was an integral part of a celebrated
threesome, including Johnny Giordano, and
scintillating guitarist, John Timmons, who
performed at Toby’s in the Ramada Inn on
Route 182 near Opelousas. “I tell you for
trio, we could sound like a whole orchestra
and would honor all requests old or new—
you name it,” said Mr. Giordano, who like
Ray Manzarek of the Doors, could double
on the bass and organ. But the room for
which Mr.West was most closely connected
was Leroy’s in Alexandria, with which he
remained, off and on, but mostly on, for
nearly two decades in the time frame of mid80s to about 2005, an incredible feat of staying power, which only served to burnish his
already legendary status. He there was often
joined by son, Chauncey Guillory, on guitar, and Mr. Giordano, who would substitute
for yet another virtuoso on the Hammond
B-3, his longtime sideman, Carlton Basco.
Unfortunately for Mr. West, this marathon
of a nightly grind in a smoke-filled environment plus a drink or two or more to loosen
up during the gig eventually took its toll on
his health. According to devoted daughterin-law, Payton, his last performance was in
2010, most probably at the Moose Lodge in
Alexandria, where here, too, Mr. Giordano
often played behind him.
Clint West possessed most of the tools
with which to have been a superstar. Aside
from his natural charisma, he was renowned
as a spectacularly emotive singer. And in
addition, he was indisputably a percussionist of uncommon magnitude who played in
a higher league, head and shoulders above
most of his compatriots, save, perhaps,
Warren Storm in this category. Although
he could turn a song inside and out and, in
the process, create almost a new entity, he
only lacked the gift as tunesmith—another
dimension which would have surely put
him over the top. But this was a moot point,
since he, after a certain point in his career,
did not seem motivated to seek the national
spotlight and, as time wore on, it, evidently,
became even less and less of a goal or priority.
“Clint was never looking ahead. Instead, he
was wrapped up in the moment, in the here
and now of the performance, pouring his
heart and soul into each individual number.
That’s all that really mattered to him,” said
Mr. Giordano. And as the final chapter closes
on the Boogie Kings of South Louisiana,
that’s how he will always be remembered.
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